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Abstract 

 

Collage, Bodybuilding and  

the Male Nude 

 

Erin Michelle Schwinn, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Margo Sawyer 

 

In my work I am trying to put together and understand what is a man from a 

female viewpoint. To turn the gaze around where man is the observed and woman the 

observer is to challenge a power dynamic that has been in place for so long it seems the 

natural way for things to be. A lot has been done to address this inequality; women have 

reclaimed the right to their own bodies and the male nude as dependent on the gaze of 

another has been introduced by the gay male artist. To observe and define the other is a 

way to also understand and clarify our own identities. To see the male nude through a 

female lens is to open up a whole new way of looking at the world, one that accounts not 

simply for what we see but for who is doing the seeing. 
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Introduction 

 My work comes from a personal place- and is investigation into my conceptions 

and assumptions of the world. In my work I am trying to put together and understand 

what is a man from a female viewpoint. In the following pages I will be discussing my 

use of the collaged male nude in creating three thirteen feet tall cardboard standing 

figures. To begin, I will consider how, in a historically male dominated field of art 

creation, from its financing to its production, the male gaze has become so entrenched 

that the creation of a male nude by a female artist is insurrectionary. Next I discuss 

collage as a process that reflects how we form identities through gathering and embracing 

fragments of various influences. Lastly, I consider how the process I use to complete my 

images, is a process full of glitches that reveal the imperfection of the vision.  
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Collage as Revolutionary 

 Collage has been an essential medium of avant-garde art. The Cubists used 

collage to “dismantle traditional realistic representation,” the Dadaists and Surrealists 

used it to undermine conventional associations and shock viewers into new perceptions of 

the world, and feminists have made use of the disruptive techniques of collage to 

challenge the status quo of a male dominated art world (Raaberg). I am using collage to 

investigate masculinity through a female lens. I say insurrectionary because the male 

nude as envisioned by the female artist is rare and still faces a societal bias against female 

objectification of men. When we look at the fine art category of the nude we find it 

dominated by images of women created by men. John Berger, in his book Ways of Seeing 

1972, explains that the western tradition of nudes is a tradition of images of women 

created for the pleasure of the male audience (47). These are not images of equals in 

power or independence; these are not images of woman as she is, but rather, woman as a 

reflection of man's desires and beliefs. Men were, and arguably still are, allowed to look, 

judge and depict the female nude because of the discrepancy of power between the sexes.  

To better understand how the use of the nude in art can represent and embody a 

discrepancy of power, we can look at Hegel’s master slave dialectic. The master slave 

dialectic tells us that the master's self-conscious identity is dependent on the slave. He is 

what she is not. He is the subject, she is the other. He is absolute, she is the exception. 

The slave, on the other hand, is dependent on the master for security and protection. To 
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garner this security the slave must reflect back the master's desires and fulfill them. 

Because woman at this point in history is dependent on man for a home and safety she 

must reflect back his desires, his beliefs/prejudices of what a woman is and in successfully 

embodying what man wants she may be owned and thus protected. 

 “Men dream of women, women dream of themselves being dreamt of” (Berger 46). 

Because man sees his reflection in woman, because his identity is indulged, he is only 

aware of his self-consciousness. Woman has her own self-conscious but in order to 

survive she must successfully mirror back man's self-consciousness. A Mirroring that has 

existed for so long, the reflection has almost totally obliterated the original consciousness. 

 How men and women respond to the nude continues to be a litmus test of 

equality between genders today.  

In 2003, Beth Eck conducted a study to investigate how men and women interpret 

the nude and how such interpretations construct the sexual identities of these men and 

women. She found that because of the preponderance of images of the female nude, both 

men and women had ready “cultural scripts for interpreting and responding” to the 

pictures (Eck 692). Men “interpret female nudes as objects of pleasure or derision and by 

so doing reproduce and sustain heterosexual masculinity on a daily basis” (Eck 696-697). 

Does the image of the female nude “do it” for them or can it be dismissed as non-erotic? 

There is no embarrassment or self-consciousness in judging these images the men “assume 

a culturally conferred right to evaluate the female nude” (Eck 697). The master is looking 
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at a reflection of his desires and how successfully they have been fulfilled. Women also 

felt the right to judge the female nudes, a judgment that carried over into a self-conscious 

reflection “on their own bodies and whether these bodies are acceptable to themselves and 

others” (Eck 697).  The slave is aware of self and how successfully it measures up to the 

desires placed on it by the master. These responses confirm a master slave dialectic. It is 

who has the power to look and who gets looked at.  

 Women have challenged the power of the gaze, they have rescued and freed the 

female nude to reflect back to them their own power and not the power of the other.  

However this power remains limited as the right to look at the male nude continues to be 

problematic.  

 In her study, Eck found that “neither men or women . . . are culturally adept at the 

interpretation and use of nude male images,” especially that of the soft porn male nude 

(692). When looking at the male nude, heterosexual men responded with “overt rejection 

[or] stated disinterest” (Eck 700). For men, looking at the male nude continues to reflect 

back to him his own desires. By refusing to look at or expressing “I like women,” when 

faced with the male nude, men continue to define their masculinity. “Men do not identify 

with naked male images the way women identify with naked female images”(Eck 700). 

Identifying with the male nude would surrender power. It would be admitting another's 

consciousness outside one's own. 

 Viewing the male nude, and the shift in power that act is, is complicated for 
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women. Eck found that “while some women welcome the advance, most feel a 

combination of shame, guilt, or repulsion in interacting with the image” (705). Projecting 

one's desires on another is so novel for most women that even the idea of “looking at 

images of men in terms of arousal” was absurd. At worst, a woman has so thoroughly 

identified with her role as a reflection of male desire, that viewing a male nude produces 

guilt and fear that it is “not a properly heterosexual, 'feminine' subject” (Eck 705). 

 Viewing and using the male nude in terms of desire as well as evaluation and 

consideration is a way to finally attain equality of power between the sexes. I am creating 

collages of the male nude to address this imbalance of power. Men think about both men 

and women from a male perspective. Women have challenged the male gaze by creating 

images of women as seen by women and not as idealized or demonized by men. But, 

what is the female perspective of men as defined by women? Referring back to the 

master slave dialectic, we can consider how the identity of the master is defined through 

the slave. The master is what the slave is not. Collage is a tool to form identity. In 

creating images of what a man is I am forming my identity as a woman in contrast to 

man. Collage is a way to bring together the innumerable influences we have in out lives 

and through a process of either acceptance or rejection and the subsequent organization 

and arrangement of retained influences we construct new identities. I am using collage to 

define masculinity as it is taught/passed down from the father. My collages combine male 

nudes with domestic interiors as a way of exploring my foundational understandings of 

masculinity. My concepts of what a man is emerge in the home from my family, and 
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these initial beliefs create a framework that can be built upon or a cage that must be 

broken out of as experience broadens and challenges beliefs established in childhood.  

I use images from bodybuilding training books, pictures of homes pulled from the 

internet, images of rooms from magazines and home decorating books, and penis pictures 

from online. The internet is an important tool for me because it allows me access to other 

people’s personal images. People post pictures of their houses online to share, to show 

off, to ask for help with, to sell. The rooms I pull from online have a sense of an 

individual, they are rooms that someone has lived in, cared for, used. The ‘dick pics’ are 

images that individual men have posted online, it is how these men want their genitals 

seen- they have chosen to present their ‘manhood’ from a certain angle, in a certain light, 

at a certain degree of erectness. Filtering through other people’s ideas and beliefs that I 

share, that I question, that I disagree with, allows me to compose and elucidate my own 

concepts and standards. I supplement these images with instructional images. Pictures 

that are meant to teach. The bodybuilding images guide you through training routines and 

proper ways to pose, the home making books teach you how best to decorate a room and 

define a domestic space. Ultimately all the images I use are removed from their context 

and reinterpreted to create my own reality. The original contexts of these images 

influences how the final collage operates. In my finished collages there is a sense of the 

personal, of sharing something intimate, but there is also a sense of trying to be perfect, 

of attempting to embody ideas of the way things are ‘supposed’ to be. 
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Collage as Learning 

One of the reasons I use images of the male bodybuilder is precisely because I am 

interested in this drive to achieve a perfection or success as defined by outside sources. 

“Bodybuilding is rooted in the tradition of self-improvement, both in terms of body-

image and self-worth” (Evolution of Bodybuilding). Bodybuilding began with the male 

nude in ancient Greece, where it was believed that gods took human form, the most 

perfect of human forms. This led to the cult of the body beautiful, where men worked out 

and developed their bodies to be as close to the gods as possible, where “if you looked 

good then you were good” (How Art Made the World). Gods were made visible as carved 

statues. Wanting the statues to perfectly encapsulate a god in the most ideal of human 

forms drove the Greeks to use a combination of close observation and carefully 

exaggerated features to create the most ideal human. The forms were not realistic, not 

copies of true humans they were “lawfully distort[ed] to examine the brain's aesthetic 

response to that body” (How Art Made the World). The male nudes of ancient Greece are 

an idealized version of a human male, the foundation of the belief that the more perfect 

you looked on the outside the more godlike you were.  

 Over time the male nude fell out of use or fashion. It was replaced by the female 

nude as produced by male artists for male audiences. Objectification of the other was the 

dominant way nudes were addressed in western art and observing the godlike physique of 

a male nude was relegated to the fringes of society. In the late 19th century, strongmen 
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emerged in circuses and fun fairs. As these male semi-nudes performed feats of strength 

they would enrich their performances with static poses that put their strength, not to the 

test, but on display. The most famous of these strength illusionists was Eugene Sandow 

the bodybuilder. Sandow was famous, not for his feats of strength, but for being the most 

perfect man in the world. His unique physique, his musculature, was developed to more 

closely resemble ancient Greek statuary and part of his advertising claimed that as a 

weakling, it was the sight of a godlike ancient Greek statue that inspired him to begin a 

regime of self-improvement (Wyke). The implication that improving the external self 

meant your internal self was also improved. 

In Sandow's performances he would cover himself in bronze paint and a carefully 

placed fig leaf, step into a glass box, and with classical props, create poses that were 

direct copies of ancient Greek statues. By adopting poses that referenced established 

notions of high art and high culture, Sandow validated what was a form of mass 

entertainment (Wyk). This classical veneer also justified a gaze directed at the male nude, 

it legitimatized a man who does not use his muscles but simply displays them. “And, of 

course, classical Greek statues were associated with beauty, proportion, and symmetry, 

as well as muscle power. So Greek statues gave bodybuilding a moral legitimacy, a sense 

of self-improvement- not just about the body but in a kind of moral way as well” (Wyke). 

 The physique shows begun by Eugene Sandow eventually led, to the Mr. 

Olympia contest, the ultimate test of a man's perfection, where one is not judged on how 
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strong one is but on how perfectly strong one looks. The judging criteria of these 

competitions still traces back to the classical ideals of Greek statuary, competitors are 

judged on proportion and symmetry. Bodybuilding harnesses the power to create your 

body the way you want in. It is a sport of illusions.  

 It is here Arnold Schwarzenegger enters the scene. The Mr. Olympia contest had 

been established in 1965 but bodybuilding still remained on the fringes of society, 

eclipsed by the Mr. America contest and its focus on actual feats of strength. Arnold 

brings to bodybuilding, not only an amazing physique, but a charisma and personality, 

that when captured in the 1977 documentary “Pumping Iron” connected bodybuilding to 

a wider audience and jumpstarted a fitness craze where “bodybuilding, once a subculture 

of maniacs, is now so much a part of our culture, it's hard to even remember when we 

though lifting weights was weird” (Iron and Beyond). 

 Arnold had a bulging physique that, at that time, had nothing to do with 

the traditional Hollywood handsome. Before, we knew that a hero was big and strong, but 

as Arnold became Conan the Barbarian on our television screens, we could see that our 

hero was big and strong. Arnold set a new standard for a popular culture hero- now you 

have to have the body to back up your claim of heroism (Iron and Beyond). Strong and 

muscular became the standard to avoid being called girly-men. The gym industry burst 

forth and physicality became a symbol of status. Arnold the hero, elevated himself from 

immigrant to champion bodybuilder to pop culture icon. A man who embodied the idea, 
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that through obsession with the outward display of perfection, one can exalt oneself into 

becoming the very epitome of actual heroic perfection. That the only way to be better 

was through self-improvement of self-image; to look perfect is to be perfect. 
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Imperfect Perfection 

In collage, disparate parts are united to form a new whole. My collages are further 

fragmented and reconstructed becoming a whole that can never be whole, an imperfect 

perfection. My images are rasterized, that is, they are broken down into 8.5”x11” 

computer printouts that are then put back together like a puzzle to create a single large 

image. Within this process glitches occur, parts don’t line up, elements stutter, and colors 

shift from tile to tile. Different from collage, where parts from different wholes are put 

together to create a new whole, in this rasterization process, one whole has been 

fragmented and then reassembled imperfectly. The collage process demonstrates a culling 

together of different influences to create a new unified image of my perceptions of 

masculinity and home. The rasterization process makes the image about its inability to be 

perfect. It is a vision of masculinity and home that is full of glitches. The glitch never lets 

the audience escape the fact that the reality of the artwork is a constructed reality. It 

subverts the authority that photographs can have in revealing some true moment, the 

authority of a whole complete image in claiming some truth in vision, the authority of 

something large in bullying a viewer into accepting its inescapable truth- the glitch 

constantly undermines this authority by revealing the process of its construction. The 

piece is a subjective statement of reality, not an objective image of truth. 

 In a world of male nudes where “their nudity itself [is] a signifier of their ideal 

and heroic status,” it is especially important to be reminded of the subjectivity of such a 

claim (Solomon-Godeau 286). ‘Man’ has been used as a universal for almost all of our 
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history, the neutrality and objectivity of ‘man’ has skewed history, art, science, and our 

cultural understanding of what it means to be a man or a woman. Much of the fallout of 

this type of thinking has resulted in justifying such prejudices as ‘natural.’ By considering 

the gaze, who looks at who, we can see how the history of the nude has been used to sell 

the discrepancy of power between men and women. 

In the 1800's life drawing class was the most important training an artist received. 

Because a naked man was on display in this class female artists were not allowed. 

Arguments supporting such an exclusion, claimed “women lacked the abstract mental 

power needed for the work and worried about the modesty of women” (Salaman 15). 

Exclusion of women to the life class not only limited their professional development and 

opportunities it “signified their exclusion from power to participate in and determine 

differently the production of language of art, the meanings, ideologies and views of the 

world and social relations of the dominant culture” (Pollock & Parker 135). By 

'protecting' women from the male nude the right to steer the values and focus of art and 

culture was also 'protected' from having to take into consideration half of the population. 

This type of power as protection was again illustrated in 1990 as Senator Jesse Helms 

fought against the use of taxpayer money for the 'smut' of Robert Mapplethorpe. Helms 

brought three portfolios of Mapplethorpe's nudes so the other senators could examine the 

inappropriateness of such male nudes but not before asking the 'ladies' to leave the room 

in order to protect them (Salaman 3-4). This idea that somehow viewing an offensive 
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image will somehow endanger a woman, not a man, speaks very clearly to who gets to be 

the viewer. 

 Part of the reasoning behind such acts of protection is the cultural belief that 

women should not be sexual (I say 'should' but this belief oftentimes masquerades as a 

law of nature- that women are naturally not as sexual as a man). Eck touches on this in her 

study- saying that many of the women responded with shame when viewing the male 

body, “I've felt bad, I've felt perverted because I was being stimulated” (703). In her essay 

“Women and the Male Nude,” Wioleta Polinska discusses a study done to determine if 

women's lower sexual arousal to visually explicit material is an evolutionary trait, is it 

natural? The conclusion of the study found that evolutionary reasoning for the differences 

was unlikely; instead “the author's of this study, Lopez and George, argue that women's 

attitudes are affected by gender-based norms which dictate that women's enjoyment of 

erotica is less acceptable” (Polinska 53). The culturally held belief that women are 

'naturally' not consumers of a male nude the way men are of the female nude has been one 

reason why the male nude created by the female artist has been so threatening- it upends a 

staunchly held belief of reality.  

 Another, just as stubborn, cultural hang-up for the female created male nude is the 

inability of the male viewer to separate himself from the ingrained belief that nude images 

are for a male viewer, that they are inextricable from either succeeding or failing in arousal. 

In Eck's study she found that men connect “the male nude positioned for display as only 
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accessible through the homosexual gaze” (Eck 702). While women assume the female nude 

is for man and thus uses it as a point of comparison for herself, man does not see the male 

nude as for woman and thus react by measuring himself against it, instead he sees the male 

nude and must not linger, in case it be misconstrued that he is a homosexual.  

 “To be dependent on another's gaze for self-worth goes against being a real man” 

(qtd. in Eck 693). Having historically been the viewer, the norm, a rugged individualist 

who becomes a man and defines himself by his own control, his decisions, allowing that 

women have the power to look and evaluate is an almost impossible departure from the 

way things have 'naturally' been. 

 My collaged figures are thirteen feet tall, monumental figures that reference 

statues of heroes and gods, male nudes “invested with deep respect, dignity and 

authority” (Polinska 63). The images of male nudes are composed of exaggerated 

stereotypes of masculinity. See! It has giant muscles! See! It has a huge dick! It is a man, 

it is a hero, it is a god. I have composed a great façade, a façade that has been propped up 

by cardboard and paper mache. The sculptures very clearly have a front and a back. On 

the front a smooth veneer that references traditional uses of the male nude, the back, a 

uniform brown surface with construction that reveals how the piece was made, how the 

parts were put together and how it is all secured as one. The visible construction of the 

back works similarly to the glitch of the collage on the front- it confronts the viewer with 

the way it was put together, avoiding any reference to a form that simply ‘sprang’ into 
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existence. The obvious construction of this structure and façade draws attention to the 

construction behind ideas that tout man as universal and woman as simply a deviation of 

man. The relationship between the structure at the back and the image at the front 

exposes the illusion and demystifies the male body of its traditional stereotypes. No 

longer is the male nude a god above reproach or scrutiny, now it is just a man to be 

analyzed and evaluated and understood. 
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Wrapping Up 

  In 1915 the artist Imogen Cunningham was faced with such scandal after 

publishing nude photographs of her husband that the negatives had to be kept hidden for 

fifty-five years (Smyth 53). In 1978 at the Marcuse Pfeifer Gallery in New York, the 

show 'The Male Nude in Photography' was met with criticism that was almost all 

negative, and was almost all male. At that time John Ashbery of New York Magazine said 

“Nude women seem to be in their natural state; men, for some reason, merely look 

undressed” (qtd. in Bonney 12). In 1980 the show 'Women's Images of Men' at the 

Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) was met with enormous controversy, many critics 

“perceived it as a collective desire to humiliate and destroy men, to take revenge on them 

as objects” (Smyth 54). In 2010 Lilly Wei wrote an article called “The Great American 

(Male) Nude” that was published in ARTnews. She states that even now, “nude remains 

virtually synonymous with the female body.” And while she acknowledges an increase in 

images of male sexuality and phallus, these images are men depicted by gay men. Wei 

questions why there are not more images made for woman's appreciation. She asks, 

“Does the mere fact of being depicted naked feminize the male body?”  And in 2011 the 

White Cube Gallery presented Bent Leg a show of male nudes by the artist Ellen Altfest. 

Even Tim Marlow, the curator of the exhibition, as relayed by Altfest in an interview, 

admitted “From a male perspective it's relentless to be confronted with all these male 

body parts , what can a man make of that?” (Institute of Contemporary Arts in London). 
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Altfest acknowledges that almost everyone is more comfortable seeing women, but as an 

artist, her interest is in the other.  

 Why is the male nude so difficult? Why is a male nude created by a female artist 

so threatening? Perhaps it is because “male physiology made the sexual component 

abundantly visible” (Lucie-Smith 43). The penis is an outie while the vagina is an innie. 

But we have no problem with breasts (although it is a secondary sexual organ- ok, we do 

have problems with breasts but only as it relates to the non-eroticized function of breast 

feeding). We have also embraced images of the vagina where our gaze is literally 'all up in 

there.' I think even the growing visibility and acceptance of the male nude by the gay male 

artist reveals that the problem with the male nude by the female artist is an indication of 

the continuing inequality between men and women. “Gender is the remaining caste 

system that still cuts deep enough, and spreads wide enough, to be confused with the 

laws of nature” (Steinham).  

 Wei asking the question of the nude male, as such, necessarily becoming feminized 

shows how entwined the ideas of object of gaze and the power of the gazer are with a 

prejudiced 'naturally' objectified woman. To be looked at is to be female, therefore any 

object of the viewed must take on feminine qualities. This is like saying because women 

have the right to vote they have been masculinized. It is not about the laws of nature, it is 

about deeply rooted cultural beliefs. 
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 The work I am doing is to try to put together and understand what is a man from a 

female viewpoint. To turn the gaze around where man is the observed and woman the 

observer is to challenge a power dynamic that has been in place for so long it seems the 

natural way for things to be. A lot has been done to address this inequality; women have 

reclaimed the right to their own bodies and the male nude as dependent on the gaze of 

another has been introduced by the homosexual male artist. To observe and define the 

other is a way to also understand and clarify our own identities. The collages that I make 

are a sifting through of various ideas and prejudices about masculinity in the role of father 

and protector. The specific images I chose and how they are put together create figures 

that are full of opposites trying to coexist. Is the figure hiding or exposing, is he cocky or 

demure, is he holy or sanctimonious, is he covering up or jerking off, is he ideal or 

grotesque, is he fragmented or is he whole? There is multiplicity of readings with these 

figures and that allows an engagement with the male nude that challenges deeply rooted 

cultural beliefs. To see the male nude through a female lens is to open up a whole new 

way of looking at the world, one that accounts not simply for what we see but for who is 

doing the seeing. 
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